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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 8:16 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

The US equities ‘Rambo Rally’ may have slowed into churning higher. However, it has still yet
to see any meaningful correction. It is of interest that this is in spite of the sense in the
February 1st FOMC statement that was confirmed in Wednesday’s meeting minutes release
that stimulative Trump administration policies could lead to a rate hike sooner than not.
Whether that means March 15th or May or June is problematic.
And the ability of US equities (and others to a lesser degree) to take that potential in stride
speaks volumes about the current confidence that Trump’s economic agenda will deliver
higher growth from already improved levels. In which case further modest Fed hikes from
what are still historically low interest rate levels are not really a problem.
And the economic data remains steady-to-better from most global economies. That was
reinforced again this morning with some weakness out of Japan offset by firm German figures
along with UK CBI Retailing Reported Sales.
This is the critical consideration:
While it is getting a bit tedious to not see enough of a downside reaction to test the key lower
support, that will remain much the same into next week. Hopefully the market finds an excuse
to get a bit of short-term jitters to react to support.
Due to sustained aggressive increases in weekly MA-41 (as it loses old lower Closes from the
early 2016 selloff) March S&P 500 future extended weekly Oscillator levels are back to moving
up roughly $7 each week. Most important at present is the extended weekly Oscillator
resistance above the 2,300 area rose to the 2,340-45 range this week. As the March S&P 500
future has held above that area, it will now act as near-term support slightly below last week’s
2,348 Close, rising to still reinforce that area as it moves up to the 2,347-52 range next week.
If it continues to maintain the rally from no worse than that area, the ultimate Oscillator
threshold is up into the 2,370-75 range (weekly MA-41 plus 190-195) this week, rising to 2,377-
82 next week.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations write-
up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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